Development and characterization of conducting polymer nanoparticles for photodynamic therapy in vitro.
Conducting polymer nanoparticles (CPNPs), composed of the conducting polymer poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyl-oxy)-p-phenylenevinylene] (MEH-PPV) were studied for applications in biophotonics and therapeutics. The extent of cellular uptake, cytotoxicity, and effectiveness of these nanoparticles in photodynamic therapy (PDT) was investigated for four cell lines, namely TE-71, MDA-MB-231, A549 and OVCAR3. Confocal fluorescence imaging and flow cytometry show that CPNPs are taken up only in limited quantities by TE-71, while they are taken up extensively by the cancer cell lines. The uptake among the cancer cell lines was observed to vary with cell line, with CPNPs uptake increasing from MDA-MB-231 to A549 to OVCAR3. Fluorescence imaging experiments show that the CPNPs have high brightness and appear stable in the intracellular environment. No cytotoxicity of non-photoactivated CPNPs (in dark) was observed from MTT assay. After completion of PDT, the quantitative data on cell viability suggest that cell death scales across the cell lines with CPNP uptake, is light dose dependent, and is complete for OVCAR3. In addition, for OVCAR3 apoptotic cell death is observed after PDT. The reported work illustrates the potential of the intrinsically fluorescent and photoactivateable CPNPs for application in biophotonics and therapeutics.